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Greetings,

This past year took a toll on all of us but it also provided Friendly Water for 
the World (FW) an opportunity to step back. We inventoried our programs, 
reviewed our processes and made important changes. We focused on 
best-practice service delivery. Many things you’ll read about in this report 
are seeds, which planted in 2020, now spring forth in 2021. We began our 
Community Investment process—the commitment to making all work fulfill the goals of the 
community. To do this, we are technology agnostic and centered on positive outcomes.  

So, thank you for helping us become a better tool to help build a better world. I hope you 
enjoy reading about our new realities being deployed in the field today as well as possibilities 
to come. If you have any thoughts or questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me, curt@
friendlywater.org.

Working together,

 

Curt Andino, Executive Director
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*The pandemic enabled us to build capacity and save cash as it restricted program fieldwork. 
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How we co-create programs with our partners and communities is the second important way 
we grew. We now centralize all activity around a geographically-based Build Center. Each effort 
involves creating a Build with a community and implementing programs through a 5-Step 
Community Investment process that includes a multi-day Community Engagement and a Program 
Sustainability Plan. Every technology in our programs is designed to be cost-effective and use 
sustainable and community-appropriate local resources wherever possible. 

Finally, our work grew by putting these improvements into practice using Appreciative Inquiry 
and Asset-Based Community Development. We started with communities in Matsakha and Monze 
(presented in this report). In 2021, we will grow our work in these communities while planning to 
move forward with programs in Bukabero, Simwatachela and three other communities in Zambia.

2020 Overview
In 2020, we grew our work in three important ways. First, we took advantage of the pandemic-
caused delays in our programming to build new organizational capacity. That capacity building 
took the form of both program and operational improvement.

The first seven years of this organization were driven by expanding access to clean water. As we 
completed more and more work, we discovered that communities with challenges accessing 
clean water usually also have challenges safeguarding, conserving, and expanding other essential 
resources. To meet those challenges we built an integrated program platform designed to create 
better health, social, and economic outcomes.
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Plan
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“People able to live healthy lives and plan for the future” 

Matsakha
Building new 

futures in

“From the time we started, the work has been very impressive. The production and 
marketing teams are doing their jobs well and everything is moving swiftly as planned.”
- Mr. Alfred Muyumba. Matsakha Development Group Chairperson 5,000 liters of 

liquid soap
At least 46,000 

bricks
1,000,000 liters 

of water capacity

The relationship began with a Community Survey and was followed by a 3-day 
Community Engagement event held in early October. The event brought ten 
representatives from each of the ten villages together. An assessment of challenges,  
abilities, and commitment was captured through Appreciative Inquiry and an Asset-
Based Community Development process. At the end of the event, MDG was established 
and the community selected multipurpose soap-making as part of our Good Hygiene 
program.

Over the next three months, the Build partners created a Multipurpose Soap 
Sustainability Plan. This included a formula, training, creation of a storefront, staffing, 
branding and other appropriate steps to sell Meta Soap.

Meta Soap sold 1,500 liters in the first three months of 2021. That success has 
accelerated the development of the next two programs the community has requested. 
The Build partners plan to first start the Building Better program, using Interlocking 
Stabilized Soil Bricks, quickly followed by a Water Security program constructing 
rainwater catchment tanks at local schools. We anticipate these first three programs to 
produce the following output in 2021...

This is our new Vision Statement. It is a vision the people of Matsakha are building towards with 
the help of innovative bricks, accessible water, and better soap. 

Matsakha is a Sub-Location in Kakamega County, Kenya. With a population of 8,277 people it is 
headed by Chief Juma Inzai and divided into ten villages. We have partnered with a well-known 
local non-governmental organization, Transforming Community for Social Change (TCSC), to 
produce programs with the community and their new representative organization, Matsakha 
Development Group (MDG). Matsakha is the first Build out of our new Kakamega Build Center. 
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“Friendly Water for the World trains and equips communities in 
sustainable village-scale technologies to safeguard, conserve and 

expand essential resources”

5 community 
builds

Mungolo school built with 
14,000 of our bricks

Our first Coach

Over the next six months we collaborated with ZaWGF and their principal sponsor, 
the Friends of Monze (FoM) to plan three initial programs and a future Build Center. In 
February 2020, we trained a group of 26 greater-Monze community members in three 
programs: Water Security; Building Better; and Clean Water.

The training event helped identify and ultimately contract our first Coach. Most 
importantly it developed skills for those members who now make up a training corps 
for both ZaWGF and FW programs. Two months later, that corps fabricated interlocking 
stabilized soil bricks that ZaWGF would use to build a new school Mungolo, a community 
not far from Monze.

The team in Monze next implemented a Clean Water program in nearby Chinzila. 
Together with the team, we are now working with the local Ministry of Health to survey 
and evaluate the communities of Hamadunga, Hamooya, and Munamoomba for potential 
program development.

This is our new Mission Statement. It is a mission to build skills and capacity, to enhance the 
strengths and capabilities of people in places like Monze.

Monze, Zambia is a large town/small city of 30,000 located in the Southern Province, Monze 
District, populated by the Tonga Tribe. FW first engaged Monze in May of 2019 when team 
members met with Monze-based non-governmental organization, Zambia Women and Girls 
Foundation Organization (ZaWGF) and local community members. This meeting was our 
organization’s first Community Engagement (step 2 of our Community Investment process). 

Monze
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“The technology of interlocking bricks introduced by FW in 2019 has left the people of 
Mungolo community in wonder but the block and two teachers houses stand to prove it 
is true and real. I totally embrace FW technologies and will go all the way to implement 
them to help change lives in rural Zambia.” - Mr. Charles Dinda. ZaWGF Chairperson
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Friendly Water for the World is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization (tax identification number: 27-2510007) registered in 

the United States of America. Donations to Friendly Water for the World are tax deductible to the extent allowed under 

the Internal Revenue Code.

Established by Quakers in 2010, Friendly Water for the World trains and equips communities in 

the production of sustainable village-scale technologies to safeguard, conserve, and expand 

essential resources. Our shared partnership and investment creates health, social, and economic 

benefits that enable people to live healthy lives and plan for the future. We mobilize action 

worldwide and seek to empower all people of goodwill to join us.

Friendly Water for the World

To our partners, volunteers, advocates, and every 
one of the 578 generous donors who contributed to 
our work during a year filled with both hardship and 
hope,

thank you!

Contact us:
900 Jefferson St Unit 6070 Olympia WA 98501
info@friendlywater.org | 360-214-3145 | https://friendlywater.org


